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the distances of Q from the bounding straight lines and 2X=:K-3. The law of attraction is the inverse /cth power of the distance. Prove that the level surfaces are confocal elliptic cylinders having the foci on the bounding straight lines. Find also the potential for any cylinder.
First find the attraction at P of an elementary strip Q whose breadth is dx. Put x=p tan 6 where p=PO is the perpendicular from P to the lamina. The attraction
of the strip can then be put into the form - Q° QMp * ^ ^Qj   f^llYdd)
where A is a constant and ^=/c-3-2X. If then AC and X are so related that the exponent ^=0 the attraction of the elementary strip at Q is a symmetrical function of the angles PQ makes with PIT, PJV. The elements on each side of the bisector of the angle MPN will then equally attract P. The direction of the attraction therefore bisects the angle MPN. The magnitude of the attraction is found by resolving along the bisector and the potential by using the method of Art. 49. In this proof the plane PMQN is taken to be perpendicular to the boundaries.
52.   Ex.   A number of infinite straight attracting rods are arranged at equal j distances on the surface of a circular cylinder of radius a.   If n be the number of I rods, m the mass of each per unit of length, prove that their potential at any point J /IP is given by                    V= C - m log (r2tt - 2a7i rn cos n0 + a2'1),
^ where r is the distance of P from the axis of the cylinder and 6 the angle r makes| with a plane through the axis and one of the attracting rods.
By making n infinite while the whole mass is given, show that the potential of 1 a uniform thin cylindrical shell at the point P is C - dTraJ/log a or G - AiraM log r according as P is inside or outside the cylinder, the mass per unit of area being M.
These expressions follow from Art. 50 by using Be Moivrc's property of the circle.
These results are of considerable interest because they help us to understand how the potential of a thin cylindrical shell is a discontinuous function of the coordinates, being constant at all points within the; cylinder and depending on the logarithm of the distance from the axis at points outside. Supposing the number of rods to be very great but not infinite, the potential at any point P is represented by a continuous function of the coordinates of P, i.e., as P travels from the interior to the exterior through the interstices between the rods the potential is always the same function of the coordinates. When P is inside the cylinder, r/a is less than unity, and by expanding the logarithm in powers of r/a we see that
V = C - "2in n log a + 2in I - ) cos n 0 + etc.
It follows that when n is large the potential is sensibly constant throughout the interior except in the immediate neighbourhood of the surface of the cylinder on which the rods lie. When P is outside, ajr is less than unity and by expanding
f<l\n
the logarithm in powers of ajr we find V=C-2mnlo%r + 2ni ( - )  cosw0 + <fec.   It
appears that, except in the immediate neighbourhood of the surface of the cylinder, the potential when n is large does not sensibly differ from C - '2mn. logr at any point outside.
As 71 increases, the small space within which the potential differs from the first term of these series gets continually less, and in the limit is zero, so that we may say that the potential is constant throughout the interior of the cylinder and, except for 0, varies as the logarithm of the distance throughout external space.

